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YOUR TO-DO LIST
Think perennials. L.A. Jackson
tells you what garden chores to
tackle during September.
Page 5D.

www.newsobserver.com/home
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August’s profile of a well-designed living space
t h e m o n t h Take a look at a photo gallery at www.newsobserver.com, search home&garden.

‘We wanted to live in a place with a sense of community,’ Bruce Lynch said of the historic Wendell property.
Architect John Sibert proposed a modern interpretation of an Arts and Crafts-style bungalow.

the exterior

PHOTOS BY DANIEL ARNEMAN

The Home of the Month series is a collaborative effort with the N.C. State University College of Design through its Home Environments Design Initiative. Featured homes, selected by an expert panel, highlight the beneﬁts of good home design and represent the diversity of homes and home renovations
designed by North Carolina architects. The stories, written by faculty, graduate students and alumni of the School of Architecture, bring to light the exemplary attributes of each home. Our goal is to offer inspiration and knowledge that can be applied to your living space.

Craftsman with a modern spin
BY PAUL BATTAGLIA
CORRESPONDENT

l

Owners and architect collaborated on details of
the pickets and panels on the central staircase.

oLoking to move their family from the big city to a
place with small-town values, Bruce and Marge
Lynch purchased a property in historic Wendell.
“We wanted to live in a place with a sense of community,” said Bruce Lynch, “somewhere authentic.” Then they watched the house go up in ﬂames.
Of course, that was just how they planned it.
The house had suffered through years of neglect and had
been stripped bare by pilferers. Even Habitat for Humanity
declined to salvage what remained. “They told us there was
just nothing left,” Lynch said.
So the couple offered the house to the ﬁre department,
which happily burned the structure in a training exercise.
The house was removed, the ﬁreﬁghters gained experience,
and the Lynches netted a tax credit while avoiding demolition and disposal fees.
Then there was a lag. The foundations of the old house
stood gaping on the lot while the couple unsuccessfully interviewed a number of architects. The ﬁt was just never quite
right. Then, at a home show, Marge Lynch noticed the display of 2SL Design Build Inc. and called her husband over. “I
knew the moment I saw their portfolio,” Bruce Lynch said.

the project

Wendell
bungalow

architect
John Sibert, 2SL
Design Build Inc.,
3230 Glen Royal
Road, Raleigh
www.2sldesignbuild.
com
project location
114 S. Cypress St.,
Wendell
square footage
2,920
key attributes
Modernized Craftsman-style Bungalow
completed
June 2007

SEE BUNGALOW, PAGE 4D

Franklin tree rewards
BY CATHERINE BOLLINGER

I

CORRESPONDENT

have a weakness for exquisite trees like
the Franklin tree (Franklinia alatamaha). I probably would have tried to grow
it for its history alone, but after seeing it
bloom, I knew I
would always need
one in my yard.
Colonial botanists John and
William Bartram
Seeds from your diary
discovered a small
grove of this species growing by the banks of the Altamaha
River in what is now Georgia in 1765. On a

Snippings

later trip, William collected seeds, from
which they grew specimens in their Philadelphia garden, naming the tree in honor of
Benjamin Franklin.
It was lucky for me and other lovers of exquisite trees that the Bartrams decided to propagate Franklinia, because it was never seen in
the wild after 1803. All trees living today come
from specimens grown by the Bartrams.
Mine is just beginning to bloom, and if I’m
lucky, it will bloom long enough for the
leaves to turn the breathtaking scarlet that
adds to the appeal of this tree. The autumn
leaves are lovely in their own right, but when
they surround a pure white, 3-inch flower
with a light, sweet fragrance that invites

deep inhalation, the effect is every gardener’s dream.
This tree can be tricky to keep happy. It
needs rich, moist, well-drained soil, protection from strong winds and summer heat,
and mulch to keep its roots cool. But if you
can give it what it needs, your reward will be
exceptional flowers on an exquisite tree —
in August!
Catherine Bollinger of Pittsboro has been
gardening in the area for more than 40
years. Look for her diary entries every week
or so. Meanwhile, drop in your own garden snippings — words and pictures — at
share.triangle.com.

The Franklin tree’s blooms are as fragrant
as they are beautﬁul.
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The couple met John Sibert, a
licensed architect and general
contractor with 11 years of professional experience.
“The first time I saw the site,
the only thing left was a charred
foundation,” Sibert said.

From the ashes
As the team began to focus on
a design, the Lynches were keen
to correct what they saw as the
shortfalls of their old house: the
kitchen was small; you couldn’t
see the cook from the dining
room; you couldn’t entertain,
there was no flow; the house had
an “inefficient plan.”
In addition, they had a wish
list of features, including a
smaller yard; an “open feel”
plan; and a low-maintenance,
energy-efficient house.
Sibert proposed a modern interpretation of an Arts and

The house features an open plan. The main living areas connect for comfort and ﬂow.
Cabinet doors, by the way, neatly conceal the television above the ﬁreplace.
PHOTOS BY DANIEL ARNEMAN

Crafts-style bungalow. The proposal had several contextual advantages. Dating from the 1850s,
Wendell is full of modest but
well-pedigreed
residences.
Within its streets one can find a
number of Sears & Roebuck kit
houses and more than a few
bungalows.
Sibert’s design is appropriately sized to the street and fits the
scale of the neighborhood. The
main facade appears very much
like those of the neighboring
houses. Unlike the surrounding
houses, each side of the new
house is treated as a facade and
enjoys a consistent level of finish
and detailing.
But the house extends well beyond the porte-cochere, and the
drive leads to a generous twocar garage toward the rear of the
lot.
The true size of the residence
can only be appreciated upon
entering.
The volume of the house, articulated and composed so carefully and successfully on the ex-

terior, contains an open, flowing
plan.
“It was intended to be a modern interpretation of a craftsman-style house,” reminds Sibert. Accordingly, the main living
areas on the first floor connect
in a manner conducive to comfort and flow. But an appropriate
level of intimacy is afforded to
the dining room and the master
suite.
The upstairs bedrooms constitute their own separate domain.
This is where the children live.
They have separate bedrooms
adjoining a central living area.
Each bedroom connects to a
Jack-and-Jill bathroom, providing access to separate toilets
closets and a shared tub/shower.
In one of the nicest touches upstairs, the daughter’s room has
been fitted with a window seat.

Craftsman details
While the floor plan and atmosphere of the house are modernized craftsman, many of the de-

It’s our own extreme makeover & the savings
are as impressive as the changes.
Experience the savings and excitement through Sept 2nd.
Featuring the Candice Olson upholstery collection,
exclusively at Norwalk

tails are decidedly period. The
front door, purchased from Habitat for Humanity’s ReStores
(which sells quality used and
surplus building materials and
uses the proceeds to finance
Habitat houses), has a distinctly
Arts and Crafts appearance, as
do the light
fixtures and
door hardware
throughout
the
house.
Along
the
walls, niches
have been constructed for
signature furArchitect
niture pieces,
John Sibert
many of which
are still being
acquired or commissioned. The
television can be neatly concealed behind cabinet doors
above the fireplace.
Over the course of the project,
the Lynches became very enthusiastic about the Arts and Crafts,
themselves suggesting details
from books on the subject. Since
the house was being constructed
as a design-build project, their
suggestions could be accommodated. “Design-build allows us to
implement design during construction because your architect
and builder are one and the same,”
says Sibert.
Often, the carpenter mocked
up trim and casework profiles
with samples on-site. The
Lynches could see, at full-scale,
what the finished product would
look like.
The detailing of the pickets
and panels at the central staircase stands as the most stunning
example of these efforts. But the
same quality is exhibited in details such as the bead board at
the eaves and the profiles scribed
into the open rafter ends.

919-510-0555

www.norwalkfurnitureidea.com

The attention to detail is not
solely aesthetic: The climate-control system features eco-friendly
Puron refrigerant; hot water is
provided by an energy-efficient
on-demand tankless water heater;
and the windows, which contribute so much to the craftsman flavor of the house, are modern thermally insulated window units.
The Lynches couldn’t be happier. Their house is the first substantial renovation in the area in

BY R ALPH A ND TERRY KOVEL

CURRENT PRICES

COWLES SYNDICATE

ast-iron and other molded
metal clock cases were
used in the 19th century.
Because the case could be molded, the clock could have very
elaborate raised designs.
One
very
rare iron clock
ANTIQUES
has a design in
high
relief
with a baseball player on either
side of the face. One player holds
a bat, the other a ball. It is now
thought that the two players represent Bob Ferguson, an outfielder and manager of the
Brooklyn Atlantics in the 1870s,
and Bobby Mathews, a pitcher
for the New York Mutuals in the
1870s. The children at the top
are thought to represent the future of baseball. Barely discernible are two men below the clock
face, a famous sports writer and
a founding member of the Knickerbockers. The paint was probably applied by the clock makers,
Nicholas and Karl Muller, for an
extra charge.
Fewer than 10 of these clocks
are known to exist. The baseball
history, the artistry of the design
and the rarity explain why it sold
for $11,163 at Robert Edward
Auctions in Watchung, N.J.
Q: I bought three antique quilts
at a local auction. The problem
I’m having is that two of the
quilts have patches with printed
swastikas, and I’m worried about
displaying them at a quilt show.
What do you think?

Current prices are recorded
throughout the United States. Prices
vary in different locations.
Avon decanter, Maine binoculars,
Tribute Cologne and Aftershave,
boxed, 1973, 4 ounces, $20.

Baccarat sulﬁde paperweight,

More than $11,000 was paid
at auction for this iron clock
depicting baseball players.
COWLES SYNDICATE INC. PHOTO

A: Swastikas had a long and
proud history before the Nazis
grabbed the ancient symbol and
made it their own in 1920. Assuming the quilts were made before 1920, the swastikas had no
meaning except as symbols of
good luck or strength. Post a
note near the quilts explaining
the history of the symbol.
Q: My bright reddish-orange
cups and saucers were my grandmother’s. A blue-and-green bird
and yellow, blue, green and
white flowers form the design. It
looks very Japanese. The mark
on the bottom looks like “Chikaramachi,” with a picture of a
crown and the words “Made in
Japan.”
A: The bright colors and the
decoration on your cup and saucer suggest that they were made
to be exported in the 1920s or
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recent years. They have the
house they wanted in the environment they sought for their
family. And since they had the
foresight to place the master
suite on the same floor as the
main living area, they have a
very comfortable roost that they
can enjoy for many years.
Paul R. Battaglia is a registered architect and an assistant
professor of architecture at the
NCSU College of Design.

Rare cast-iron clocks
a sign of the times
C

7008 Glenwood Ave.
Raleigh, NC 27612

The front door, bought from Habitat for Humanity’s
ReStores, has a distinctly Arts and Crafts appearance, as do
the light ﬁxtures and door hardware throughout the house.

white cased crystal, cameo portrait
of John Kennedy, signed, 2‚ inches,
$175.
Kenton Hills pottery box, cover,
portrait of brown bear with two
stars on white ground, marked, 3„
inches, $260.
Treen cake board, double-sided,
male and female figures, mortise
ends, 19th century, 29 by 8 by „
inches, $365.
Raggedy Ann doll, cloth, outlined nose, printed facial features,
red yarn hair, black shoebutton
eyes, four lashes, Georgene Novelties, 1935, 19 inches, $650.
Mr. Peanut bank, figural, red,
white and blue hard plastic, slot in
top hat, marked “Made in U.S.A.,” c.
1950, 8„ inches, $950.

’30s. Chikaramachi is the name
of a street next to the building
used by decorators of wares ordered by the Morimura brothers, the Japanese exporters. The
name was used for a line of porcelain that was not quite as wellmade as the Noritake china also
exported by Morimura. The
mark on your pieces — a crown,
a laurel wreath, the street name
and “Made in Japan” — was
used after 1928.
For more information, visit
www.kovels.com.
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